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The Unnecessary Front: 

 Reconsidering The Corps’s East Asian Bases 

 by Tim Caucutt 

He who can modify his tactics in relation to his opponent and thereby succeed in winning, may 

be called a heaven-born captain.                             - Sun Tzu 

 

Military surges are in vogue. Most recently, the US sent an additional 30,000 troops into 

Afghanistan. Looking farther back, the world remembers the influx of troops into Iraq. Now, 

another “surge” is underway—US marines are preparing to storm the beaches of Guam, set up 

residence, bring their dependents and attract thousands of contractors. The goal is to downsize 

their presence in Okinawa while maintaining guard against foreign threats. The plan is to spend 

$10.3 billion relocating almost half of Okinawa’s marines, but the problem is that the move is a 

waste--the US no longer needs permanent marine bases in East Asia. Regardless if the Corps 

bases in Okinawa or Guam, their prominence in the East Asian strategy has ended. The United 

States should transition Okinawa’s marines to smaller, strategically located bases worldwide. 

A History of Contention 

Marines invaded Okinawa in 1945, and after the Korean Conflict, they remained to 

contain Communism. Defense policymakers reasoned that if North Korea reignited or the Soviet 

Union encroached upon US interests, marines could rapidly deploy to Asia’s shores.
1
 They have 

remained in Okinawa for over sixty years. 

Once Japan regained its independence, Tokyo signed the Mutual Security Assistance Pact 

and later the 1960 Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security, granting the US permanent basing 

rights in exchange for national security.
2
 Okinawa, despite comprising less than 1% of Japan’s 

land area, bears the brunt of this agreement by hosting three-quarters of land consumed by US 

bases in Japan.
3
  

The partnership has endured, but the strain of housing troops threatens the treaty. In 1995 

three marines raped an Okinawan schoolgirl, sparking fierce protests and precipitating the 
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decision to remove thousands of marines.
4
 Nine years later a CH-53 helicopter crashed into a 

university, provoking further outrage.
5
 Finally, in 2006 Japan and the US agreed to move 8,600 

marines and their 9,000 dependents to Guam, leaving in place over 9,000 marines.
6
 Additionally, 

officials negotiated to move the Futenma airbase north to Camp Schwab.
7
 The declared 

completion date is 2014, but local opposition to the Futenma relocation has stalled the plan until 

2017.
8
 Further compounding matters, Pentagon reports suggest that environmental concerns may 

postpone the move until 2020.
9
 

As negotiations wore on during the last decade, the Japanese (especially Okinawans) 

became disillusioned. Showing their distaste for the marine bases, voters tossed aside the Liberal 

Democratic Party of Japan (LDP), and opted for the left-wing Democratic Party of Japan’s (DPJ) 

official platform: “…U.S. bases are…imposing heavy cost and burden on Okinawan 

people….The DPJ will work actively toward the consolidation and scaling-down of U.S. bases in 

Okinawa [sic].
10

” Once elected, DPJ candidate Yukio Hatoyama was unable to effectively 

challenge the US, and yielded to the original arrangement. His 70% approval rating nearly 

halved,
11

 crumbling the DPJ party coalition.
12

 In 2011 SECDEF Robert Gates declared his 

willingness to renegotiate the unpopular airbase relocation, but much to the residents’ chagrin, he 

will not consider removing marines entirely.
13

 Clausewitz’s “trinity”
14

 is thus upset—despite 

their government and military reluctantly supporting the current basing structure, the Japanese 

people refuse to stand behind the marines. Insisting that the Corps remains in Okinawa, 

according to Ichiro Fujisaki, the Japanese ambassador to the US, threatens US-Japanese 

relations.
15
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Moving the marines is equally unpopular in Guam, where the US and Japanese militaries 

are expanding operations. The USAF has increased the scope of its Air Expeditionary Force in 

East Asia by deploying additional B-2 stealth bombers to Guam and building up its precision 

munitions stockpiles.
16

 The Navy added three nuclear attack submarines; now, US bases 

consume one-third of Guam’s land area.
17

 After the move the US will allow the Japan Self 

Defense Force (JSDF)--in addition to their current air and navy operations--to conduct ground 

drills on Guam.
18

 Despite a $15 billion Integrated Military Development Plan to improve 

Guam’s infrastructure, the territory’s elected officials still worry that their island will be unable 

to meet increased demand for “utilities, roads, and water supplies.”
19

 Susceptibility to typhoons 

is another concern; even more urgent is that the troop buildup will invite a terrorist attack.
20

 

Located far from any mainland or military base, Guam is rightly concerned that a military surge 

into the island’s 212 square miles exacerbates the consequences of a man-made or natural 

disaster.  

The deleterious effects on the US-Japanese alliance and the risks posed to Guam are 

considerable costs for the current basing structure.  The US should only retain marines in the 

western Pacific if their forward deployment deters regional threats. 

Yesterday’s War 

Large, permanent marine bases in East Asia are an anachronism. Two decades following 

the Cold War and over half a century after the Korean Conflict, the free world no longer requires 

eighteen thousand marines in East Asia. Since the time that marines marched into Seoul, nations 

have redrawn alliances and new enemies have emerged. Yes, the DPRK is vitriolic, but its 

provocations do not necessarily portend war. Moreover, if the US fought again in East Asia, 

marines would not compose the initial strike. Eighteen thousand marines spread between 

Okinawa and Guam is more a liability than a credible deterrent. 

Primarily, policymakers opine that marines guard East Asia to thwart DPRK ambitions. 

The Corps’s amphibious mission, its DPRK-based training scenarios (e.g. the Ulchi Focus 

Lens,
21

 in which the author has participated) and the close proximity of Okinawa to the Korean 

Peninsula, imply that the DPRK is their main focus. Since the 1953 cease fire, Pyongyang’s 

WMD and missile tests have induced the Corps to train for another Inchon-type assault.  

War, however, is unlikely. An aggregate view of US strategy reveals that while much 

attention is paid to the DPRK’s weapon modernization, the PRC causes Washington more 

concern.
22

 China’s advanced airpower and procurement of carrier-destroying missiles, funded by 
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an aggressive economy, pose the greatest risk to US hegemony.
23

 The US will not relax its full 

court press against the PRC by expending scarce human and economic resources against a failing 

state. The DPRK, for its part, knows that war will surely bring about its regime’s downfall. Both 

nations have much to lose and little to gain from armed conflict. 

Operational Plan 5027 describes the strategy and challenges if the US combats the 

DPRK.
24

 The document is highly classified, but what is known, is that the US’ course of action is 

one of attrition through mountains and rivers and against impressive military barriers—wholly 

different from Saddam Hussein’s rapid demise.
25

 Countering the DPRK’s sizable army and 

artillery fortifications would require nearly a million US troops; casualty rates would rival 

numbers from the world wars.
26

 The DPRK has amassed an army of 1.2 million,
27

 an arsenal of 

1,000 missiles
28

 and can use these weapons against US forces in Okinawa or Guam.
29

 It is 

conceivable that during another Korean Conflict, DPRK fires will impede US marines in 

Okinawa. The nation has further hedged against a Marine Corps amphibious assault by lining 

their shores with surface-to-ship Silkworm and Samlet missiles.
30

 For its southern defenses, 

North Korea deploys 13,800 DPRK artillery pieces, many of which are capable of engaging 

targets within 65 kilometers.
31

 Once the US wins the war, the Americans would likely rebuild the 

DPRK—an undertaking that SECDEF Gates says the US will avoid.
32

 The final product would 

no longer be two Koreas, but one democratic nation.
33

 Achieving this objective involves an 

uphill diplomatic contest against the PRC, which is bent on resisting the formation of a nuclear, 

US-supported power directly on its borders.
34

 One is left wondering if the reserves of American 

public support, already drained in Iraq and Afghanistan, are full enough to sustain a new war and 

another nation-building mission. Given the costs, the US will surely refrain from preventive 

war.
35

 Only a severe DPRK provocation could incite America’s war machine. 

Pyongyang knows that initiating hostiles against the US will bring about the regime’s 

downfall. For one, millions of invading westerners will delegitimize Kim Jong-Il’s theocratic 

aura. Ben Anderson, a BBC reporter who filmed covertly within the DPRK, describes the Dear 
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Leader’s grip on a “brainwashed” North Korea.
36

 Kim has convinced his people that their nation 

is “superior to the rest of the world,” and that when he was born, “birds sang in human voices.”
37

 

Politically, this propaganda is the dictator’s center of gravity, and he has likely contemplated his 

demise should North Koreans come face-to-face with western affluence and ideas. As for the 

nation’s military defenses, a US-led coalition of Asian powers would eventually prevail over 

Pyongyang’s arsenal.
38

 Just below the DMZ lie the 2d Infantry Division, Patriot Missile batteries 

and a substantial number of USAF aircraft.
39

 Off the coast, the US Navy’s 7
th

 Fleet
40

 and 

additional missile batteries buttress forces on the Korean Peninsula.
41

 As the US Army 

withdraws from Iraq and, later this year, Afghanistan, Pyongyang can expect a rapid influx of 

soldiers if war commenced.
42

 Across the Sea of Japan, an increasingly militarized nation gives 

Pyongyang pause as well. Japan is advancing their ballistic missile defense technology,
43

 fielding 

a spy satellite over the DPRK
44

 and will soon procure unmanned aerial reconnaissance 

platforms.
45

 Thus, the DPRK finds itself cornered by a US-ROK coalition to the south and one 

comprising US and Japanese forces to the east. War will be suicide. 

The DPRK hardly intends to provoke a serious confrontation, preferring instead to profit 

fiscally from its technology. Proliferation is especially lucrative, as in the past 15 years the 

DPRK sold to Iran 18 Musudan missiles and 18 BM-25 mobile missiles.
46

 North Korean 

weapons provocations also sustain the regime in another way, for seemingly with each 

demonstration, Pyongyang enjoys US “oil and food deliveries,” intended to sway the regime 

toward pacifism.
47

 From 1995 to 2006 Washington sent the North Koreans $1.2 billion worth of 

food and energy assistance.
48

 President Bush suspended aid, but in 2008-2009 the DPRK 

received over 100,000 tons of food as part of the US’ ill-fated attempt to placate the nation.
49

 

The DPRK views its weapons programs as sources of income, not a means by which they will 

challenge the US. 
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A New Warfare 

As shown, there is little chance that the DPRK will provoke war. Still, the US is obliged 

to provide a contingency plan. Given that warfighting technology has evolved since 1953, 

weapons and tactics outside the Corps’s purview characterize this plan. Indeed, an overview of 

US strategy reveals a picture of marines as stranded travelers, abandoned in Okinawa while the 

train of US strategy has left them behind.  

The navy’s operational focus illustrates how the scope of US defense in East Asia 

precludes a Marine Corps amphibious assault against the DPRK. Most strikingly, the navy has 

ceased procurement of the Zumwalt class destroyers, warships specifically designed to provide 

fire support during beach landings.
50

 Even the new LPD-17 San Antonio-class amphibious ships 

lack fire support capabilities (in World War II the navy’s artillery had a much longer range than 

anything in the modern fleet), while poor workmanship characterizes early models.
51

 Budget 

constraints have forced the production of fewer LPD-17s than planned.
52

 Ironically, the navy 

designed these ships to carry the now-defunct Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle (EFV). 

Alternatively, the navy deploys vessels whose primary mission is anti-air warfare and missile 

defense.
53

 Further complicating matters, if the US Navy assembled its entire fleet of amphibious 

ships, Dakota Wood, Senior Fellow at the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 

estimates that only four full-strength marine battalions and two under-strength battalions—less 

than the number that took Inchon--could be transported.
54

 Most of these ships lie outside East 

Asia; waiting for their arrival would delay an amphibious assault. By contrast, at Inchon two 

marine regiments stormed the beaches,
55

 and many invaders had recently honed their amphibious 

skills during World War II.
56

 The Corps is simply not supplied with the tools needed to sustain 

its amphibious mission. 

In the 21
st
 century, not only is an amphibious attack launched from Okinawa unfeasible, 

it may also be unnecessary. If a land war develops on the Korean Peninsula, the Army’s Second 

Infantry Division, reinforced by 650,000 South Koreans,
57

 is poised to strike first. Should the US 

need marines, they could be transported from outside East Asia alongside thousands of other 

troops required for a successful campaign. All told, Marine Corps bases in East Asia are no 

longer credible as a front line against the DPRK; the regional strategy has left them behind. 
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Strategic Defense 

A better defense posture is in order. As an alternative to the status quo, US marines must 

be stationed in locations that allow them to respond quickly to emergencies worldwide. The new 

operational structure, proposed by then U.S. European Command commander General James 

Jones, should be to employ numerous small bases worldwide.
58

 These “lily pads” or “warm 

bases” are more palatable to local residents and could be launching points in an emergency. 

Warm bases would be established near a host nation’s larger installations, housing far fewer 

military personnel than conventional bases. 

The lily pad model is especially suited to the Marine Corps. General Jones and former 

SECDEF Rumsfeld conceived that the US Army would staff lily pads,
59

 but marines are more 

culturally attuned to small, expeditionary operations. Seven Marine Expeditionary Units 

(MEUs), each able to project, coordinate and sustain both air and land power, patrol the world’s 

oceans. Building on the MEU model, Special Purpose Marine Air-Ground Task Forces (SP 

MAGTFs) allow marines to join with allied forces and assist security and civil military 

operations,
60

 similar to the lily pad basing concept. Marines can train and work alongside local 

militaries, thereby implementing a lesson of counterinsurgencies, that success comes more 

readily when the US builds partner capacity.
61

 The military learned ex post facto with the 

Northern Alliance that training and equipping foreign militaries serves both to relieve US 

military involvement and build alliances. The lily pad basing concept is a more proactive 

strategy. Should war erupt, marines will pave the way for the main force by joining with local 

militaries and forming a front line. Opposition to the SP MAGTF concept points out that due to 

the Long War, the Corps cannot spare additional troops;
62

 however, removing the marines from 

East Asia will negate this problem. Acting alone,
63

 the Corps is adapting General Jones’ strategic 

basing concept to their amphibious nature, demonstrating how and why marines will lead the 

next stage of strategic defense in the Pacific. 

Both the Army and the Marine Corps have vindicated the lily pad basing concept. First, 

in 2005 a few hundred soldiers from the 21st Theater Support Command (TSC) proved that a 

small, strategically positioned installation can facilitate a rapid, first response to a foreign threat. 

US soldiers, operating in Bulgaria, partnered with local troops and established a forward 

operating base. Bulgarian and distant US bases supplied provisions and additional materiel.
64

 

The Corps must consider 21
st
 TSC’s experience because, in case of a full-scale war, marines will 

need to pave the way for a larger force and provide initial retaliation against belligerents. The 
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Corps employs SP MAGTFs, but on-shore bases of the sort tested in Bulgaria will be useful to 

sustain operations inland. 

Last year a SP MAGTF (CONTINUING PROMISE-2010) embarked on the USS Iwo 

Jima and provided several countries in Latin America and the Caribbean with “health care and 

other…civic assistance.”
65

 Modeling a concept that could help win wars before they begin, 

marines and sailors visited eight nations (including Haiti during the 2010 flood), and conducted 

over 161,000 medical services.
66

 In other regions SP MAGTFs will hearken to SECDEF Gates’ 

call to “[help] other countries defend themselves”
67

 by training and supporting allied militaries 

resisting non-state actors. The lily pad basing structure, both at sea and on shore, presents the 

best opportunity for marines to bulwark allies’ defenses, thus safeguarding the US into the 21
st
 

century. 

Conclusion 

Right now, the Marine Corps struggles to justify its existence. Two protracted land wars 

have left the Corps feeling little different from the Army, and convinced Washington to cut funds 

for amphibious weapons systems.
68

 These cuts endanger the Corps’s expeditionary capacity, and 

may evince the defense establishment’s tacit design to impair the Corps’s potency. 

Enter East Asia. The marines’ accomplishments there are legendary--now, however, they 

stand atop the conquered land, waiting for a new mission. Their presence has grown, even as 

warfare changes and local residents become hostile. Marines are too good and too scarce a 

resource to squander. The US should move Okinawa’s marines to warm bases where their 

expeditionary skills are essential to fostering alliances amidst the 21
st
 century’s fluid threat 

environment. 
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